From the Episode (in order):

- Treaty One [website](#)
- Treaty Three [nations](#)
- On [The Indian Act](#)
- Section 91 from the Library of Parliament
- About the [1982 Constitution Act](#)
- About the [Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms](#)
- About [Section 35](#)
- Government of Canada webpage on [modern treaties](#)
- Mikisew Crew Supreme Court [Judgement](#)
- About the [Blueberry River Decision](#)
- The United Nations Declaration for the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) [document](#)
- About [Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)](#)
- Section 92 from the Library of Parliament (provincial heads of power)
- On a CCA or [Customized Consultation Approach](#) from Ontario government webpage.
- FSC Canada [Principles](#) For Responsible Forest Management
- [Press Release](#) on Mushkegowuk Tribal Council Project for Finance Permanence
- About [Projects for Finance Permanence](#)
- CTV Northern Ontario [article](#) on Wildlands’ Breathinglands Info session.
- On [The Birthing Place](#)
- Article on the [Cumulative Impacts Case](#) against Ontario
- About [Guardians](#), from the Indigenous Leadership Initiative
- [Inuit Guardians](#) in Northern Newfoundland
- On the [Coastal Watchman Guardian Program](#)
- Government of Canada [Indigenous Guardians Map](#)
- About the [RAD network](#) (Restore Assert Defend)
- Presentation on Wahkohtowin [Boreal Mycorrhizal Inoculation Project](#)

More on Wahkohtowin Development

- Wahkohtowin [webpage](#)
- [YouTube](#) Channel
- Facebook [page](#)
- Instagram [page](#)

From Anastasia

- [Report](#) on the Robinson Huron Treaty annuities case, from Yellowhead Institute
Another great resource on the Robinson Huron Treaty annuities case
Truth and Reconciliation Week 2023 – Lunch & Learns
A History of Treaty Making in Canada from the Canadian Government
Why is the St. Catherine’s Milling Decision Important? From First Peoples Law
The Doctrine of Discovery from the Canadian Museum for Human Rights
21 Things You May Not Know About the Indian Act by Bob Joseph (book)
Truth and Reconciliation: How to Be a Force for Change by Jody Wilson-Raybould (book)

Additional Sources

- Braiding Sweetgrass, Robin Wall Kimmerer (book)
- Treaty #, Armand Garnet Ruffo (book)
- The Breathinglands – Water Brothers Full Episode on YouTube